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Abstract 

 

Starting in 1994 a ground water, surface water and gas seepage monitoring network was set up in response to observed gas seepage near the 

subcrop of a producing Coal Bed Methane (CBM) formation and the Pine River in the San Juan Basin, southwestern Colorado. The null 

hypothesis was that CBM production was releasing gas at the subcrop due to down-basin CBM water pumping. The null hypothesis was tested 

using downhole video, packer testing, reservoir/seepage production analysis, temperature tracing, cation water quality, water age, and 

potentiometric head trends. Based on the 20 years of data and analysis the CBM null hypothesis was rejected. Since there was no hydraulic 

connection between the subcrop and CBM production, there was no depletion from the Pine River. A new null hypothesis that gas seepage was 

due to long term precipitation trends was formulated in 2000 by the author. It continues to be accepted 13 years later. 
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Presenter’s notes: Four Corners Area. 

San Juan Basin is second largest gas basin in the USA. Most of the formations produce oil, gas and/or water. Over 30 trillion CF produced so far from 1950. 

Fruitland Formation is the most prolific coal bed methane formation in the world. Estimated 50 trillion CF originally in place. 

Pine River Gas Seeps are on the northern edge of the basin. 
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Presenter’s notes: Long history of gas seepage from the Fruitland Formation. 

1888 - Animas River Carbon Junction Seep identified. 

1924 - Tendick Mine blowout like an out of control gas well. 

1932 and 1933 - Moving Mountain. An outcrop coal fire intersects a gas seep and causes explosions and landslides for 9 months. 
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Presenter’s notes: 1993 - The Pine River began bubbling. Some accounts of this happening before. 

Gas seep and/or gas spring. 
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Presenter’s notes: Methane seepage in high concentrations cause vegetation mortality due to oxygen deficit in the root zone. Any gas can and does do it except oxygen. Not toxic. 

Ponderosa pines and grasses are most sensitive. 

Species used to flooding such as cottonwood, willow and sedges were essentially unaffected.  

The trend was a swath across the river. 
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Presenter’s notes: Pine River alluvium - unconsolidated recently deposited sediments. 

Lewis Shale (Kl) - marine mud with a transitional contact with. 

Picture Cliffs Sandstone (Kpc) - marine beach sand with a distinct contact with. 

Fruitland Formation (Kf) - fresh water swamps that formed thick and thin coal seams. A transitional contact with. 

Kirtland Shale (Kk) - shale with thin coals. 

All produce natural gas, oil and/or water in the SJB. Downhole video show gas in Kk, Kf, Kpc formations. 
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Presenter’s notes: Null hypothesis that the water pumping in the Fruitland for CBM caused water levels/pressures in the Fruitland were reduced and caused gas to be released at the subcrop. 

Depends on the entire Fruitland being hydraulically connected. 

Does not explain historical seepage. 

Downward water flow and ascending gas flow at the same time is a problem. 

Test by several methods. 
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Presenter’s notes: Pre-development potentiometric surface.  

CBM wells. 

Down-basin monitor wells. 

Subcrop monitor wells. 

All should decline if all connected. 
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Presenter’s notes: Pyramid collectors. 

Pyramids, natural alluvium, meter flow by the minute. 
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Presenter’s notes: Within 3 miles of seeps 19 CBM wells were drilled and produced. 

14 infill wells were then drilled. 

Water production increases after new wells produced. 

Gas production increases after new wells produced. 

Seep production began 3 years after the first 19 wells were drilled. Then dropped before, during and after the infill wells were drilled. LTE data has same trend. The seep production is acting differently than the CBM 

reservoir. 

9 million bbl to start the seeps, but over 30 million bbl produced through 2014. 
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Presenter’s notes: 1996 - We directly observed the strata producing gas. 

Black oblong is light boom and yellow is the pump hose. Upward gas flow and downward water flow. 

Carbonaceous siltstone blowing gas at 139 to 140 feet in the Salmon 3 monitor well.  

No doubt, but lots of argument. 
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Presenter’s notes: 5 coals in the Fruitland nearest the seeps. 

2 thin coals in the transition zone with the Kirtland. 

Downhole video showed no gas in the lowest 4 coal seams.  This directly contradicts the null hypothesis. 

Desorbing gas in uppermost Fruitland coal seam. Location matches a secondary seep. 

Six conventional gas zones in siltstones and sandstones in the Fruitland and transition zone. One matches primary seep.  

All were packer tested for pressures. 
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Presenter’s notes: Normal, over and under pressure. 

Video show gas in transition zone which matches a large overpressure area. 

No under pressure due to CBM production. Direct contradiction of the null hypothesis. 
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Presenter’s notes: Normal geothermal gradient outside the seep. 

If colder water at depth then alluvial water is going down into the Fruitland as predicted by the null hypothesis. 

If hotter water at surface then warmer Fruitland water is going up into the alluvium. 

The winner is warmer water going up. Strong measurements that the stream is not being depleted. Directly contradicts the null hypothesis. 
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Presenter’s notes: Bedrock wells are high in sodium. 

Alluvium and river are low in sodium. 

No bedrock wells with low sodium. No flow from alluvium to bedrock. 

One alluvial well with high sodium. Flow was from bedrock to alluvium. 
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Presenter’s notes: Snyder et al. (2003, Rice University) used iodine 129 to age very old Fruitland waters. 
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Presenter’s notes: Sandford and Sorek (CSU) used helium 4 to age very old Fruitland waters. 
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Presenter’s notes: Snyder et al. also took chlorine 36 a true radioisotope. The youngest water was a well about 1.5 mile from the Pine River seeps. The result was half million year old water. Indicates a very closed 

system. Null hypothesis depends on an open system. 
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Presenter’s notes: Pre development potentiometric surface.  

CBM wells. 

Downbasin monitor wells. 

Subcrop monitor wells. 

All should decline if all connected. 
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Presenter’s notes: Nearest down-basin monitor wells declined, but 2-3 years after seep. 

Subcrop monitor wells did not decline and show seasonality. 

Neither sets of monitor wells reacted to the 14 infill wells.  

There is a hydraulic boundary between the CBM production and the subcrop. 
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Presenter’s notes: In science we move on and prepare new null hypothesis and test it. 
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Presenter’s notes: 1999 - July, August, September precipitation was over 17 inches. 

With continued precipitation the gas flow rate went up. 

When precipitation ended in October, November and December the gas flow rate went down. 

March gas flow peak was due to low altitude snowmelt. 

Also a new seep, the Tertiary seep trend was identified. 
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Presenter’s notes: 2002 - Same scale as previous graph. Just over 17 inches of precipitation in entire year. A real drought. 

Gas flow rate for entire year was much reduced. 

Again July, August and September had rain and gas flow rate increased with it. 

Another February gas flow peak due to low altitude snowmelt. 
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Presenter’s notes: In 2000 I formed the precipitation null hypothesis. 

An overpressured Transition zone. 

As rain continues, water levels and formation pressure in the transition zone rise and push out more gas. So water storage increasing. 

Like a water spring, so gas spring was appropriate. 
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Presenter’s notes: Durango record was longest in area, about 20 miles from site.  

Oscillates between periods of excess and deficit. 

Semi-arid with a strong excess and deficit oscillation. 
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Presenter’s notes: Durango record was longest in area, about 20 miles from site. Vallecito record was closest to site at 6 miles north. Periods of excess and deficit. 

Gas seep observations match excess periods. 1930’s, 1940’s (uranium prospectors), 1950’s (sandstone gas boom, FCGEO, Fort Lewis College), 1960’s, 1970’s (coal mine boom) have no seep observations except 

Carbon Junction. 

1999 Highest excess in record. 

Gas Flow matches blue Vallecito line. 
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Presenter’s notes: Similar lines. 

Seep observations match. 

1993 Primary and secondary seep trends identified. 

1999 Tertiary seep trend identified. 

2002 Drought year 

2004 Tertiary seep ceases. 

2005 Vegetation invasion began. 

2009 Primary and Secondary seeps go intermittent. 
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Presenter’s notes: Cross plot is direct relation. 

About 10 inches of cumulated excess needed to start. 

Gas flow rate caps, probably due to either maximum head/pressure or low permeability. 
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